
 

 

Everfuel joins HyCologne network 

Köln/Hürth, Germany, 5 May 2022 – At today’s General Assembly of HyCologne e. V. Everfuel GmbH 

was introduced as a new member.  

By joining the HyCologne e. V. network, Everfuel GmbH strengthens and extends its network in the 

Rhineland region which offers a great potential for green hydrogen due to many industrial and 

commercial customers as well as the willingness to transition from a fossil based to a sustainable 

economy based on green hydrogen. 

HyCologne - Wasserstoff Region Rheinland e.V.  serves a network with approximately 50 

stakeholders who work towards establishing hydrogen as an indispensable energy carrier for 

achieving climate protection goals and live up to the Paris agreement. Stakeholders in the 

network span broadly from actors within politics, industry, and research. Since 2007, the network 

has been combining its diverse competences to vastly improve market maturity for hydrogen 

infrastructure and economic viability of hydrogen technology in the Rhineland region, Germany to 

realize large-scale projects that will make green hydrogen commercially available. 

“We are pleased to join this extensive network and are looking forward to interesting discussions 

and knowledge sharing. We are sure we can contribute with our experience in green hydrogen and 

hydrogen infrastructure to the further development of green hydrogen in the Rhineland region 

and beyond,” says Jacob Krogsgaard, CEO at Everfuel. 

“I have known the HyCologne network and the dedicated people behind it for more than 10 years, 

and I look forward to represent Everfuel in this ambitious network. HyCologne e. V. has always 

been an enabler for hydrogen projects in the region, and now we are more than ready to do our 

share in making hydrogen happening,” says Jens Conrad, Business Development Manager at 

Everfuel for the German market.  

“We are happy that Everfuel joins our active and successful hydrogen network. To decarbonise our 

mobility, industry, and our municipalities we need green hydrogen to substitute fossil fuels. 

Everfuel’s approach and expertise will hopefully be beneficial achieving our goals in the Rhineland 

region and beyond,” says Dr. Albrecht Möllmann, Chair of HyCologne e. V. 

 

For additional information, please contact: 

 

Jens Conrad, Business Development Manager Everfuel  

jc@everfuel.com 

+49 179 499 7470 

HyCologne – Wasserstoff Region Rheinland e.V. 

info@hycologne.de 

+49 2233 406 123 
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About Everfuel | www.everfuel.com 

Everfuel is making green hydrogen for zero emission mobility commercially available across Europe, 

offering competitive all-inclusive hydrogen supply- and fueling solutions. We own and operate green 

hydrogen infrastructure and partner with vehicle OEMs to connect the entire hydrogen value chain and 

seamlessly provide hydrogen fuel to enterprise customers under long-term contracts. Green hydrogen is a 

100% clean fuel made from renewable energy and key to electrification of the transportation sector in 

Europe and a sustainable future. We are a young ambitious company, headquartered in Herning, Denmark, 

and with activities in Norway, Denmark, Sweden, The Netherlands, Germany and Belgium, and a plan to 

grow across Europe. Everfuel is listed on Euronext Growth in Oslo under EFUEL. 

 

About HyCologne – Wasserstoff Region Rheinland e.V. | https://www.hycologne.de/ 

Managed by HyCologne - Wasserstoff Region Rheinland e. V., strong partners have joined forces, most of 

whom, but not all of whom, are based in the Cologne/Rhineland region. 

The aim of the association is to build up a hydrogen cluster in order to strengthen the region, but also the 

German and European activities for the development of electromobility through the use of hydrogen. 

The combination of the chemical industry with its existing hydrogen resources and the economic conditions 

of the Cologne/Rhineland metropolitan region offers numerous opportunities for new ideas and markets. 

HyCologne e. V. sees itself as an innovation network that regionally supports and promotes the 

introduction of hydrogen as an energy carrier along the entire value chain. It is open to further partners 

with complementary competences. 
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